
Harper’s Plant Pot Sweater
Designed by Tamara Kelly, 2022, all rights reserved. 

This plant pot cozy features a
stretchy stitch pattern worked in
graduated hook sizes for a perfect
fit. The bottom is left open for
plant drainage, and there’s just a
bit of a lip at the top to keep it
securely in place.

This pattern is designed to fit a 6”
terra cotta style pot, but
information on custom sizing is
included in the notes.

MATERIALS

US-J, 6.0 mm hook
US-I, 5.5 mm hook
US-H, 5.0 mm hook

125 yds Arkansas Yarn Co Merino DK (100% Superwash Merino; 218 yds/100g)
Colorway shown: Sold on Love

Stitch Markers

GAUGE: 13 dc x 8 rows = 4”/10cm with US-J, 6.0 mm hook

SIZE: 6” tall, designed to fit a 6” diameter standard terra cotta flower pot

HELPFUL LINKS AND TUTORIALS

Crochet Abbreviations

Foundation Double Crochet (FDC) 
Tutorial

Overlapping Post Stitch Tutorial

Join with a Sc Tutorial
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https://www.mooglyblog.com/crochet-abbreviations/
https://www.mooglyblog.com/standing-single-crochet/
https://www.mooglyblog.com/overlapping-post-stitch-pattern/
https://www.mooglyblog.com/foundation-double-crochet-fdc/
https://www.mooglyblog.com/foundation-double-crochet-fdc/


NOTES: 

Use stitch markers in the first and
last stitch of each round to help
keep track of stitches. This will help
you avoid working into the slip
stitch.

When a round begins with a Ch 3,
that counts as the first dc of the
round. Ch 1 and ch 2 do not count
as the first st of a round. 

To change the size, begin with any
multiple of 2 stitches. This pattern
is worked top down, and the first
round should be just a bit snug. 

The bottom is left open to allow for
plant drainage without soaking the yarn.

INSTRUCTIONS

To create the tapered shape of this cozy, the pattern is worked from the top down,
with decreasing hook sizes. 

When working the rows below, use the following hook sizes:

Rnd 1 – 7 = US-J, 6.0 mm
Rnd 8 – 13 = US-I, 5.5 mm
Rnd 14 – 20 = US-H, 5.0 mm
Rnd 21 = US-J, 6.0 mm

Rnd 1: FDC 52; join with sl st to work in 
the round. Use tail to sew bottom of 
first rnd closed.  (52 sts)

Rnd 2: Ch 1, sc in each st around; join.

Rnd 3: CSDC in first st, *fptr around dc 
below next st, dc in next st; rep from * 
until 1 st rem, fptr around dc below last 
st, join.

Rnd 4: Rep Rnd 2.
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Rnd 5: Ch 2 (does not count as a st), fptr
around dc below first st, *dc in next st, 
fptr around dc below next st; rep to * 
until 1 st rem, dc in last st, turn.

Rnd 6 – 19: Rep Rnds 2 – 5, ending on a 
Rnd 3 rep. Be sure to note hook size 
changes as listed above.

Rnd 20: Ch 1, sc in first st, sc in next 2 
sts, skip next st, *sc in next 3 sts, skip 
next st; rep from * around, join and 
break yarn. 

Rnd 21 (Top Edge): Join to any st with a 
sc, sc in the next 2 sts, *sc in next 3 sts, 
skip next st; rep from * around, join and 
break yarn. 
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